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“Those who make do with Corvettes and IROC-Zs and Mustang GTs will grumble that their cars sell for 
far less than this storm trooper, but that won’t keep them from scrambling to try to pass it on the road. 

Face-offs won’t last long: It’s Cro-Magnon hardware against rocket science.”  —LARRY GRIFFIN, AUGUST 1989

“If I were king, I’d issue every warm-blooded car enthusiast a 911 Carrera 4 so that he could 
experience unvarnished automotive truth every day. What joy.”  —RICH CEPPOS, IBID.

A Porsche needed to be 
on this list. Admittedly, 

a first-generation 986 Boxster 
might be more fun on a 
track, but the almost mystical 
allure of an air-cooled flat-six 
overcame the pull of a water-
cooled modernist. 

We tapped Victorymotorcars 
(www.victorymotorcars.com) 
of Houston, Texas, a purveyor 
of used Porsches, for a 964 
model of 1989–94 vintage. 
They kindly agreed to extend 
to us a 1990 Carrera 4 with 
84,000 miles on the odometer. 
Salesman Jason Fletcher 
came along to look after the 
car because it had already 
been sold, for $25,500, which 
didn’t stop one of our crew 
from spinning it. For the record, 
examples of the last generation 
of air-cooled 911s—993s—sell 
for well over $25,000.

Victory specializes in air-
cooled Porsches, selling about 
40 of them per month. The 
flagging dollar, weak against 
foreign currencies, is a big 
help to Victory’s sales, as 25 
get shipped overseas, mainly 
to Europe, while five go to 
Canada and the remaining 10 
are sold in the U.S. 

With any old Porsche, the 

1989–94 
PORSCHE 911
IT’S A 911. ENOUGH SAID.

cost of keeping it on the road 
is a very real fear, though some 
wear items are not startlingly 
expensive. A set of Porsche 
brake pads (which works for 
the front or rear) costs about 
$135, and rotors, good for 
any corner, run $155 apiece. 
The original Bridgestone tires 
are no longer made, but a 
replacement set of Potenza 
RE-01Rs is less than $500. 
Everything else gets expensive 
in a hurry. A catalytic converter 
touches tuition-payment 
territory at $1800, and Porsche 
mechanics charge at least a 
hundred bucks an hour. 

There are a few genetic 
problems associated with 
the otherwise indestructible 
powertrain of the 964. The 
valve covers came painted 
from the factory. This paint 
eventually chips off, and the 
seal between the head and 
valve cover weakens, causing 
a leak. The repair (removing 
and sandblasting the covers) 
costs about a grand. Another 
common failure is the anti-lock 
brake pump. When this goes, 
find $2000.

When we first drove these 
cars nearly two decades ago, 
rear-drive 964s hit 60 mph in 

less than five seconds, a feat 
still respectable by today’s 
standards. Cosmetically, the 
18-year-old 911 was showing 
its age. The headliner was 
sagging, the switchgear 
showed signs of repeated use, 
the power-mirror button was 
missing, and the paint was, as 
they say, “Good from far but 
far from good.” Still, the 911’s 
signs of age could not diminish 
the driving enjoyment. 

Compared with today’s 
911s, the steering feels heavy 
and deliberate. The awkward 
floor-hinged pedals take 
some driver adjustment, 
especially for smooth heel-
and-toe downshifts. The 
handling is less than sharp. 
But when the air-cooled 3.6-
liter boxer engine is roaring, all 
of the car’s faults—dynamic, 
cosmetic, ergonomic—are 
simply drowned out by the 
urgent sound of the engine 
and a feel that can only be 
provided by an old Porsche. 

The appeal of a 911 
goes deeper than the basic 
connection between man and 
machine. Because it’s one of 
the most iconic sports cars of 
all time, there is a certain level 
of celebrity associated with 
owning a 911, something that’s 
difficult to equal in any other 
car purchase. Still, don’t buy 
one without a good service 
history or at least a thorough 
inspection by a mechanic.

—K.C. Colwell

QUOTES FROM THE PAST: THE 911

FEAR FACTOR
Almost any repair will cost 
$1000 or more. You get the 
visceral response and sound 
of an air-cooled rear-mounted 
engine, plus you’ll have the 
unwanted envy of your neighbor.

OPERATING COSTS:
$  $ $ $  $

CURB APPEAL:
★  ★  ★  ★  ★
FUN TO DRIVE:
★  ★  ★  ★  ★
1990 PORSCHE 911 
CARRERA 4
VEHICLE TYPE: rear-engine, 4-
wheel-drive, 2+2-passenger, 2-door 
coupe 

BASE PRICE (1990): $69,500

ENGINE: SOHC 12-valve 3.6-liter 
flat-6, 247 hp, 228 lb-ft

TRANSMISSION: 5-speed manual 

DIMENSIONS:
Wheelbase: 89.4 in Length: 167.3 in 
Width: 65.0 in Height: 52.0 in 
Curb weight: 3241 lb

C/D TEST RESULTS (AUGUST 1989):
Zero to 60 mph . . . . . . . . . . 5.1 sec
Zero to 100 mph . . . . . . . . 13.0 sec
Zero to 130 mph  . . . . . . . . 25.6 sec
Standing 
     ¼-mile . . . . 13.6 sec @ 102 mph
Top speed (drag limited) . . .157 mph
Braking, 70–0 mph . . . . . . . . 159 ft
Roadholding, 
     300-ft-dia skidpad . . . . . . 0.83 g

FUEL ECONOMY (CURRENT):
EPA city/
     highway driving . . . . 14/20 mpg

MOST FUN FOR $25K


